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Customer Success Story 

Distributed collaboration around the world with akéreon cloud services for 

Margetis Maritime Consulting  

Margetis Maritime Consulting established in 

2006 in Greece, and has achieved in assembling 

totally Nine (9) offices around the World and 

overall twenty Five (25) technical consultants 

and surveyors,  expanding their clientele to the 

leading Maritime Institutions around the world. 

The company is recognized for their integrity 

and the quality of service they provide, within 

Greece, the Balkans area, Europe, the U.S.A., the Middle and Far East and the rest of the World.  

Margetis Maritime Consulting is a Leading Service Provider of Marine Technical Consulting Surveying 

for Marine H&M Underwriters and P&I Clubs. 

Margetis Maritime Consulting is using akéreon cloud services for their email and company applications, 

to enable users all around the world to access critical data and upgrade the user experience. This 

service works in tandem with the akéreon email services. 

“Using akéreon cloud and email services instantly solved our requirements on distributed collaboration 

around the world. They made our everyday life easier not only with the dependable technology 

infrastructure they provide but also with their willingness to share best practices in all IT matters” Says 

George Margetis, Chief Executive Officer of Margetis Maritime Consulting, and he adds “IT competence 

and qualifications of akéreon are important factors to our cooperation, however, for me what is even 

more important is the trust I have to the executives of akéreon, I just feel I am in good hands”. 

akéreon Services used by Margetis Maritime Consulting: 

 Cloud Hosting Services  

Cloud servers provided, cared, monitored and managed by akéreon. There is no need to 

invest on ICT infrastructure. Adjust easily and rapidly your computing power requirements 

according to your needs. Available for Linux or Windows, best fit for maritime message 

management systems. 

 Antispam and antivirus for shipping 

Email protection service dedicated to shipping; Filters all spam and malicious messages and 

makes sure that you will not miss any useful messages i.e. from shipping companies. 

 Domain and email hosting 

Rich email functionally including Web-Mail, auto-forwarding, auto-reply and email filtering; 

ability to reach your emails from any email platform or device.  

 Outgoing Email for shipping   

The managed email service takes care that all your emails reach their destination, not 

marked as spam or end up as undelivered messages. The offered service is a dedicated 

professional email service for shipping companies, with no restrictions, regarding all your 

outgoing email needs whether to a small number of recipients or circulars with thousands 

of recipients per day. 
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